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Updates - Taiwan Patent Examination Guidelines 
 

CHANGES MADE IN 2022 
 
A.  Adopted as of 1 December 2022:  
 
Changes made to Part I Procedural Examination And Patent Rights Administration, 
including changes made to Chapter 1, Chapters 3 ~8, Chapter 14, Chapter 17, 
Chapter 19 and Chapter 20: 
 
The changes are proposed and made in accordance with the interpretation and construction of 
the relevant laws and regulations to incorporate the same in the practice of the procedural 
examination of patent applications.  In addition to textual revision, examples are introduced to 
explain to clearly show the operability and operation of the guidelines in practice.  Also, 
documents supporting and produced attached to the patent application upon filing may be 
executed electronically in line with the global tendency to digital transformation.  
 
1.  Changes made to Chapter 1 concerning the execution of documents 
 
In line with the global tendency to accepting electronic signature and the fact that documents 
produced in support of the patent application are mostly private documents acceptable upon 
the consent expressed by the respondent, the Taiwan IPO now accepts that the documents 
may be executed in any form and manner as long as the signature signed, seal printed or 
electronic signature given in the document presented is workably intelligible. (Section 1.2.4) 
 
2.  Changes made to Chapter 3 concerning the request for name change 
 
Relevant text has been restructured to reflect the practical examination with examples 
introduced to elucidate the principle of examination at work.  Proposing to remove the 
inconsistency among the documents presented upon filing of the patent application is not 
proposing a change of the application.  Also, examples are introduced by reference to the 
relevant court decisions to explain the examination of a name change request involving multiple 
applicants all of whom belong to the same principal.  (Sections 3.1, 4.1 and 4.5) 
 
3.  Changes made to Chapter 5 concerning the filing date 
 
The exact filing date of an application cannot be determined without the applicant named in the 
application being conclusively identified in the first place.  The Taiwan IPO has identified three 
groups of applications which must be looked at carefully to determine if a later date should be 
designated for the filing date:  1) applications involving change of the principal seeking the 



 

patent claimed, 2) applications involving additional applicant(s), and 3) applications involving 
reduction in the number of applicants named.  (Section 1.1)   
 
4.  Changes made to Chapter 7 concerning priority claim and grace period 
 
Practical examples are introduced to show what types of documents produced as evidence in 
support of the priority claim will be denied of acceptance. (Section 1.5) 
 
5.  Changes made to Chapter 8 concerning evidence of deposit of biological 
materials 
 
Where the depositary institution with which the biological material is deposited is not an IDA 
under the Budapest Treaty, the documents produced for proof of the deposit must include the 
evidence proving the survival of the biological material. (Section 4) 
 
6.  Changes made to Chapter 19 concerning the request for registration of 
placement of pledge on patent right 
 
Required content of the documents to produce upon filing of the request for registration of 
pledge placed on the patent right is revised up-to-date according to the revision of Article 67 of 
the Enforcement Rules of the Patent Act announced by the order of 20 October 2022, ref. 
Jing-Zhi-Zi No. 11104604410. (Section 6.2) 
 
7.  Others  
Other changes made include text modified based on the relevant provision of the laws and 
regulations and the procedural examination in practice, correction of typographical errors, etc. 
 
 
B.  Adopted as of 1 July 2022:  
 

Changes proposed and made to Part II Substantive Examination of Invention 
Patent Applications as announced on 27 June 2022, including changes made to 
Chapter 3, Chapter 6, Chapter 7, Chapter 8, Chapter 9 and Chapter 14. 
 
1.  Changes made to Chapter 3 concerning patentability requirements 
Added and explained the principle to adopt to examine a patent application for invention where 
the utility model patent granted on the same creation has been revoked and the revocation is 
yet to become final with binding effects during the process of examination of the patent 
application for invention or during the period in between the allowance and the publication of 
the invention patent. (Points (5) and (6) added to Section 5.7.2)     
 
2.  Changes made to Chapter 6 concerning amendments  
In cases where, before the Taiwan IPO issues the notice of examination opinion, the applicant 
has voluntarily proposed to amend the claim(s) specified to remove disclaimer, the applicant 
shall as well present the prior arts concerned and specify the reasons for the amendment 
sought for except where the prior arts concerned have been disclosed in the specification, 
description of scope of patent claimed and/or drawing presented upon filing of the application 
or the amendment proposed shall be deemed to be introducing new matters. (Section 4.2.2) 
 
3.  Changes made to Chapter 7 concerning the notice of examination opinion and 

publication of patents  
 
Among the examples given in Section 3.1.2 to demonstrate what amendment stands as one 
that will narrow down the scope of patent, the one given in Point (6) of said Section, which 
proposes to “remove/reduce in part the claims cited or depended upon with a description given 
of the remaining claims each” is moved to the newly added Point (7).  Said new Point (7) 
explains further that except in the context as described in the same Section 3.1.2, no 



 

amendment giving rise to new claim shall be taken as one to narrow down the scope of claim. 
 
4.  Changes made to Chapter 9 concerning proposed post-grant amendments 
In line with the change made to Chapter 6 concerning amendments, points for attention are 
added to lay down the principle to adopt to examine post-grant amendments proposed to 
remove disclaimer. (Section 6)  
 
5.  Changes made to Chapter 14 concerning the evidence of deposit of biological 
materials 
Documents presented pursuant to paragraph five, Article 27 of the Patent Act to prove the 
deposit of the biological material must certify the deposit as validly existent and the biological 
material as surviving and vital if the deposit is made with a domestic depositary institution 
designated by the foreign country as opposed to an IDA under the Budapest Treaty. (Point (3) 
newly added to Section 4.2.4)  
 
6.  Others 
Other changes made include revision of the text based on the relevant provision of the laws and 
regulations and the procedural examination in practice, checking of coherence as a whole, 
correction of typographical errors, ect. 
 
 
Source:  Taiwan IPO (https://topic.tipo.gov.tw/patents-tw/lp-684-101.html) 

https://topic.tipo.gov.tw/patents-tw/lp-684-101.html


 

UPDATES - CHANGES TO TAIWAN PATENT EXAMINATION 
GUIDELINES 

 
CHANGES MADE IN 2021 

 
  Amendments to partial chapters of Patent Examination Guidelines come in 
force as of July 14, 2021  
 
 Taiwan IPO gave a public notice of the amendments of the Patent Examination Guidelines 
(hereinafter referred to as the “Guidelines”), including Chapter 1 to Chapter 6, Chapter 10, 
Chapter 11, Chapter 13, and Chapter 14 of Volume II: Substantive Examination of Invention 
Patents, Chapter 1 and Chapter 5 of Volume III: Substantive Examination for Design Patents, 
Chapter 3 of Volume IV: Substantive Examination for Formality Examination for Utility Model 
Patents, and Chapter 1 of Volume V: Invalidation Proceedings.  The amendments are 
summarized as follows.   
 
1.  Chapter 1 of Volume II:  Description, Claims, Abstract, and Drawings 
 
Section 2.6 is added to provide instructions on examination of the manner in which a claim 
should be disclosed, which provides that (1) an independent claim shall indicate the designation 
of the subject matter claimed; (2) a claim that contains such expressions as “characterized in 
that”, “wherein the improvement comprises”, or any other similar expressions is not necessarily 
presented in a two-part form; and (3) The corresponding reference sign in parentheses in a 
claim (for referring to a corresponding technical feature of a claim) does not make the claim 
unclear.   
 
2.  Chapter 6 of Volume II:  Amendment  
 
(1)  The circumstances, under which disclaimer amendment that uses a negative expression 
to exclude the technical content overlapping with prior art is allowed, are specified: (a) where 
the disclaimer amendment is to overcome the lack of novelty; (b) where the disclaimer 
amendment is to overcome the lack of fictitious novelty; (c) where the disclaimer amendment 
is to overcome the noncompliance with the first-to-file principle but disclaimer amendment is 
not applicable to the references cited with the same filing date; and (d) where the disclaimer 
amendment is to exclude “human beings” in claim(s), for the invention claimed contains 
“human beings” and thus involves interference with public order and good orals.   
 
(2)  With respect to alteration of the maximum and minimum values in claim(s), the 
amendments require that both of the following two conditions must be satisfied for alterations 
to be made:  (i) The range of altered value has been disclosed in the description, claims, or 
drawings; and (ii) The range of altered value has been included in the range of value disclosed 
in the description, claims or drawings.  There are also two cases of embodiments provided for 
clarification.   
 
3.  Chapter 1 of Volume V:  Invalidation of Patent Rights  
 
(1)  A new section 3.3.2 with respect to hearings is incorporated.   
 
(2)  In this Chapter, the principles for dealing with the intention of the court judgment, new 
grounds and new evidence in invalidation cases are amended where the invalidation cases need 
to be reexamined by Taiwan IPO after the original dispositions thereof are revoked due to the 
introduction of new grounds or new evidence during the administrative remedial proceedings.   
 
4.  Other amendments include (a) minor changes of sequence of sections, (b) changes in the 
contents of embodiments, (c) changes of wordings for corresponding to the revisions, and (d) 
corrections for consistency and of clerical errors.  
 



 

  Amendment to the Patent Examination Guidelines for Computer 
Software-Related Inventions taking effect as of July 1, 2021 
 
 Taiwan IPO announced that the amendment to the Patent Examination Guidelines for 
Computer Software-Related Inventions (in Volume II, Chapter 12 of the Patent Examination 
Guidelines) has come into force as of July 1, 2021.  The applications for computer 
software-related inventions are on the rise as artificial intelligence and big data have boomed in 
recent years and that has driven the development of new types of applications and inventions 
in various fields.  Thus, to adapt to such industrial changes and the demand for innovation 
protection, it is necessary to amend the current Patent Examination Guidelines for Computer 
Software-Related Inventions to build and forge a concrete and consistent examination 
standards.   
 
The main points of the amendment are summarized as follows.   
 
1.  Principles for determining the definition of an invention (eligibility) are clearly specified.   
 
The concept of having “further technical effects” and “simply using the computer” are removed 
from the current Patent Examination Guidelines for Computer Software-Related Inventions 
(hereinafter referred to the “Guidelines”).  The amendment stipulates that the invention 
claimed should be the subject matter for examination on eligibility and also provides the steps 
and flowcharts for determination.  Also, case examples are provided in each section to make 
the determination criteria clearer.  (Section 3 of the amendment) 
 
2.  Regulations governing inventive step of computer software-related inventions are made 
consistent with those provided in the general provisions of the Guidelines.   
     
To correspond to the current general provisions regarding the inventive step of the current 
Guidelines, the amendment introduces new sections with respect to “a person having ordinary 
skills in the art”, “ factors for denying an inventive step”, and “factors for affirming an inventive 
step,” and further includes “alternatively use of known technical field ,” “the systemization of 
operation methods performed by humans”, “the softwarization of functions performed by prior 
hardware technology”, and other related types into “simple change” factors for denying an 
inventive step of the current Guidelines.  (Section 4.2 of the amendment) 
 
3.  Regulations governing examination on artificial intelligence (AI) and AI-related case 
examples are introduced.   
 
(1)  In response to the situation that artificial intelligence has been widely applied in various 
fields, it is highlighted in the amendment that examiners should pay attention to the question 
whether the methods claimed in the applications involving AI-related inventions to be applied in 
the medical field are the diagnostic and therapeutic methods for human beings and animals 
that are the unpatentable subject matters in law.   
 
(2)  Based on the amended contents regarding patent eligibility and inventive step, AI-related 
descriptions and case examples are added (Section 4.2.2.1.1.1, Section 4.2.2.1.1.2, case 
examples 2-12, 2-13, and 3-5 in Section 5.2 of the amendment).  Case examples are included 
as reference and illustration of the circumstances where the enablement requirement is not 
satisfied due to insufficient disclosure (Case example 1-1 and 1-2 in Section 5.1 of the 
amendment).   
 
4.  Other regulations for examination  
 
(1)  For improving regulations more in line with practical applications and examination, the 
amendment stipulates that the features of “object/article claims” do not necessarily need to be 
structurally limited (Section 2.2.1.2 of the amendment).    
 



 

(2)  The amendment incorporates the sections with respect to the circumstances where 
“claims are not clear or definite” and “claims are supported by the description” (Section 2.2.3 
and Section 2.2.4 of the amendment).   
 
(3)  The amendment sets forth the allocation of burden of proof with respect to the claims 
involving functional limitations and means-plus-function language (paragraph (2) of the Notice 
on Examination in Section 2.3 of the amendment).   
 
Source:  Taiwan IPO (https://topic.tipo.gov.tw/patents-tw/lp-684-101.html) 

https://topic.tipo.gov.tw/patents-tw/lp-684-101.html


 

UPDATES - CHANGES TO TAIWAN PATENT EXAMINATION 
GUIDELINES 

 
CHANGES MADE IN 2020 

 
1.  Adopted as of 1 August 2020: 
 
Changes to Part IV Utility Model Patents : 
 
The change which is an addition of a Chapter 3: Utility Model Patents Technical Report to Part 
IV of the Guidelines is proposed and made to advise the person seeking to obtain a technical 
evaluation report of utility model patent of the form and substance of the report and to lay 
down the practical guidelines for the examiners to following in handling requests for the report.  
In consideration of said change, Part IV Utility Model Patents is renamed Part IV Examination of 
Utility Model Patent Applications.  
 
Key points : 
 
1)  Identified the persons eligible to request for a technical evaluation report of utility model 
patent, the time point to file the request, and particulars of the status of the utility model 
patent being commercially exploited by a party other than the patentee (if any).   
2)  Specified the items of comparison required to be stated in the technical evaluation report. 
3)  Specified the processing step-by-step of the production of a technical evaluation report, 
including the targets and the scope of the prior art search.  
4)  Laid down principles of issuing the notice of references cited in the technical evaluation 
report. 
5)  Points for attention in producing a technical evaluation report of utility model patent.   
 
2.  Adopted as of 1 November 2020: 
 
Changes to Chapters 1, 2, 3, 7, 8 and 9 of Part III Substantive Examination of 
Design Patent Applications: 
 
Key points :   
 
1)  Relaxed requirements of all sectional views that must be adequately disclosed in the 

specification and drawing(s). (Chapter 1 Specification and Drawing; Chapter 8 Partial Design) 
2)  Explicitly attested the inclusion of architectural design and interior design both as 
patentable subject matters of design patent. (Chapter 2 What Amounts to A Design; Chapter 8 
Partial Design) 
3)  Relaxed requirements of a request for division of a patent application for design. (Chapter 
7) 
4)  Revised scope of articles to which a computer generated icon design is applied. (Chapter 2 
What Amounts to A Design 2; Chapter 9 Computer Generated Icon Design) 
 
 
Source:  Taiwan IPO (https://topic.tipo.gov.tw/patents-tw/lp-684-101.html) 

https://topic.tipo.gov.tw/patents-tw/lp-684-101.html


 

Updates - Changes to Taiwan Patent Examination Guidelines 
 

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHANGES MADE IN 2019 
 
1.  Effective as of 12 September 2019: 
 
Changes made to Chapter 5 (Priority Claim), Part III Design Patents Substantive 
Examination: 
 
Said changes are proposed and made in line with the current practice relating to invention 
patents, which is that a priority claim will be determined to be granted or denied when and only 
when a prior art search reveals there exists an earlier application or relevant material whose 
filing date or publication date falls between the claimed priority date and the filing date of the 
application. 
 
2.  Effective as of 1 November 2019: 
 
Changes made to Part I Procedural Examination and Patent Rights Administration, 
including changes made to Chapter 13 (Division and conversion), Chapter 17 
(Obtaining and maintaining patent rights), Chapter 20 (Post-grant amendment), 
Chapter 21 (Invalidation action), and Chapter 22 (Extinguishment, revocation and 
reinstatement of patent right): 
 
Said changes are proposed and made to be in line with the amendment to the Patent Act 
(promulgated 1 May 2019) pertaining to post-allowance division of invention patents, utility 
model patents; extension of patent term of design patents; method adopted to examine the 
post-grant amendment requested and the timing to seek post-grant amendment; time period 
within which the reasons for bringing an invalidation action or evidence must be supplemented.  
 
3.  Effective as of 1 November 2019: 
 
Changes made to Part II Invention Patents Substantive Examination, including 
changes made to Chapter 7 (Notice of Examination Opinion and Decision of 
Examination), Chapter 9 (Post-grant amendment), and Chapter 10 (Division and 
conversion); 
 

Changes made to Part IV Formality Examination of Utility Model Patent, including 
changes made to Chapter 2 (Post-grant amendment),; and  
 
Changes made to Part V Examination of Invalidation Actions, including changes 
made to Chapter 1 (Invalidation against patents), and Chapter 2 (Invalidation 
against patent term extension). 
 
3.1  Changes to Chapter 7 (Notice of Examination Opinion and Decision of Examination), Part 
II are proposed and made  
 
1)  to, in line with the first sentence, paragraph 6, Article 34 and Article 46 of the 2019 
amendment to the Patent Act, add “The invention claimed in the post-allowance division being 
sought for is the same as the invention allowed in the original application” to the grounds for 
which a patent application shall be rejected, and 
 
2)  to, in line with the change made to Chapter 4 (Unity of Invention), Part II effective as of 1 
January 2019, modify the scenarios of the case examples related to unity of invention. 
 
3.2  Changes to Chapter 9 (Post-grant amendment), Part II areproposed and made  
 

1)  to, in line with Article 74 under the 2019 amendment to the Patent Act, specify the timing 



 

when the patentee of an invention patent may apply for post-grant amendment to his/her 
invention patent; and  
 
2)  to supplement the Examination Notices specifying that (a) effects in conclusion of the 
examination of the post-grant amendment sought for shall apply to the application as a whole; 
(b) post-grant amendment sought for during the relevant administrative proceedings of an 
invalidation against an invention patent may be requested for on and only on the claim(s) 
against which the invalidation is unsuccessful; and (c) guidelines for handling, upon the 
invalidator’s withdrawal of the invalidation action, post-grant amendments that have been filed 
in response to the invalidation action. 
 
3.3  Changes to Chapter 10 (Division and conversion), Part II areproposed and made,   
 
1)  in line with Articles 34 and 107 of 2019 amendment to the Patent Act, to point out that the 
time period for the applicant to seek post-allowance division is increased from 30 days to 3 
months from receipt of the allowance decision and that division may be sought for with the 
same time period after receipt of the allowance decision at re-examination stage and within the 
same extended time period;  
 
2)  in line with the first sentence of paragraph 6, Article 34 of the 2019 amendment to the 
Patent Act, to specify that “the post-allowance division sought for must be made from the 
invention as disclosed in the specification or drawing of the original application and must not be 
the same invention as allowed in the original application” and the guideline for handling a 
post-allowance division that is non-compliant with the above; and  
 
3)  in line with the change made to Chapter 4 (Unity of Invention), Part II effective as of 1 
January 2019, to modify the scenarios of relevant examples. 
 
3.4  Changes to Chapter 2 (Post-grant amendment), Part IV are proposed and made  
 

1)  to specify that all requests for post-grant amendment of utility model patent must undergo 
substantive examination and remove the examples of case based on formality examination;  
 
2)  in line with the 2019 amendment to Article 118 of the Patent Act, to specify the timing 
when the patentee may seek post-grant amendment of the invention patent; and  
 
3)  to supplement the Examination Notices to specify that (a) post-grant amendment sought 
for during the relevant administrative proceedings of an invalidation against a utility model may 
be requested for only the claim(s) against which the invalidation is unsuccessful, and (b) 
guidelines for handling, upon the invalidator’s withdrawal of the invalidation action, post-grant 
amendments that have been filed in response to the invalidation action. 
 
3.5  Changes to Chapter 1 (Invalidation action against patents), Part V are proposed and 
made 
 
1)  in line with the first sentence of paragraph 6, Article 34, Article 71 and Article 119 of the 
2019 amendment to the Patent Act, to add “where the division of an invention patent or utility 
model application was sought for after the allowance of that invention patent or utility model 
application and claims an invention/creation that is the same as that of any of the allowed 
claims of the original application” to the statutory grounds for invalidation action and specify 

the working steps to examine the invalidation action; 
 
2)  in line with Articles 73 and 74 under the 2019 amendment to the Patent Act, to specify (a) 
the time period when the invalidator may supplement its reasons for or evidence to support the 
invalidation sought for; (b) the time period when the patentee may present answer, supplement 
defense or file response; (c) principles for handling the interviewee’s intention to supplement 
reasons, evidence, defense in the process of the interview; and (d) the timing when the 



 

patentee may seek post-grant amendment during the invalidation proceedings; 
 
3)  to specify that, except for definition of utility model, disputes over the substantive 
requirements of an invalidation action against a granted utility model shall be examined 
according to the guidelines for examining the substantive requirements of an invention patent 
application; and 
 
4)  to remove or abridge repetitions, clarify operation of relevant guidelines, and revise the 
context where necessary and appropriate. 
 
3.6  Changes to Chapter 2 (Invalidation against of patent term extension), Part V are 
proposed and made in line with Article 57 of the 2019 amendment to the Patent Act to remove 
this statutory grounds for invalidation action:  “Where the granted patent term extension, 
which was sought for based on the time period of an offshore trial/test  recognized for the 
purpose of obtaining the regulatory approval exceeds the time period that is approved by the 
patent authority of the country where that offshore trial/test was conducted.” 
 
4.  Effective as of 1 January 2020: 
 
Changes made to Chapter 13 (Pharmaceutical-related Invention), Part II Invention 
Patent Substantive Examination. 
 
Changes to Chapter 13 (Pharmaceutical-related Invention), Part II are proposed and made to  
 
1)  cohere the wording and/or paragraphing with relevant chapters adjusted, e.g. the 
inconsistency between the definition with respect to “obtaining diagnosis as the direct purpose” 
provided in the third paragraph of section 2.2.1.1 and Chapter 2 of the General Principles is 
cleared; 
 
2)  add a heading to section 2.2.1 to read “2.2.1 Claims covering both therapeutic and 

non-therapeutic methods” with the relevant provision adjusted and supplemented:  With 
respect to a claimed method which provides both therapeutic and non-therapeutic effects, a 
total of seven relevant common types are presented in this Section for elucidation with relevant 
description by reference to the UK patent examination guidelines; 
 
3)  revise provisions pertaining to the writing of a Swiss-type claim;  
 
4)  add examples to further explain what amounts to the scenario of “not supported by the 
specification” by reference to the relevant examples adopted by the Japanese patent 
examination guidelines; 
 
5)  introduce five additional examples on novelty with one example each on the claims of new 
pharmaceutical use, new dosing regimen, new administration route, specific patient group, 
administration interval and sequential administration of different ingredients; 
 
6)  add descriptions about the reasons why hydrates do not meet the patentability 
requirement of inventive step; 
 
7)  introduce five additional case examples to explain whether or not an inventive step is 
involved:  two regarding dosing regimen; one regarding specific patient group; one regarding 

relevance of pharmacological action; and the other regarding treatment of diseases which 
share the same causative factors; and 
 
8)  have some case examples revised, the irrelevant exemplification removed, the chapter 
restructured, the relevant rules and regulations explained for clarity, and the description and 
phrasing modified, where necessary and appropriate. 
 



 

 
Source:  Taiwan IPO Bulletin 
Log on https://www.tipo.gov.tw/np.asp?ctNode=6703&mp=1 for details. 
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Updates regarding Taiwan Patent Examination Guidelines 
 

CHANGES MADE IN 2018 
 
I.  Adopted as of 1 April 2018: 
 
Changes made to Chapter 11 (Patent Term Extension), Part II Invention Patents 
Substantive Examination: 
 
1.  The exclusive licensee of a patent may seek patent term extension (hereinafter "PTE") 
without regard to whether or not the exclusive licensing is recorded with the Taiwan IPO. 
 
2.  Eligibility requirements of the holder of the first regulatory approval relaxed.  
 
3.  Where the first regulatory approval is held by a licensee of the patent, the PTE applicant 
must upon application present documents proving the consummation of that licensing 
arrangement, which licensing may or may not be one recorded with the Taiwan IPO. 
 
4.  The determination of the active ingredient of the first regulatory approval must be based on 
the active ingredient per se of the pharmaceutical as opposed to the active moiety having 
pharmacological effects (free form). 
 
5.  A regulatory approval issued on a bulk drug or a technical grade agrichemical is not a first 
regulatory approval for the purpose of the PTE. 
 
6.  In regard to determining the correlation between the patent claims and the first regulatory 
approval, the previously required correspondence correlation is amended to an inclusivity 
correlation.  Relevant explanations are revised and additional examples are given. 
 
7.  The start date and the completion date of the clinical trial conducted abroad must 
respectively correspond with the study initiation date and the study completion date as defined 
in the clinical trial report produced in compliance with the ICH standards, namely the standards 
laid down by the International conference on harmonization of technical requirements for 
registration of pharmaceuticals for human use. 
 
8.  Removed :  A PTE application based on trials or tests conducted abroad must be filed with 
documents proving the grant of PTE by the relevant foreign Patent Authority.  [This removal is 
made in line with the removal of paragraph 2, Article 5 and paragraph 2, Article 7 of the 
Regulations Governing the Determination of Patent Term Extension)] 
 
9.  The completion date of the examination of the request for registration of an agrichemical is 
re-defined to be the issue date of the regulatory approval of that agrichemical.  
 

10.  Aborted :  The rule that the field test taking the longest period of time to complete among 
all conducted home and abroad shall prevail no longer applies.  (This change is made in line 
with the removal of paragraph 3, Article 6 of the Regulations Governing the Determination of 
Patent Term Extension.)   
 
11.  New :  Duration of interruption or delay (if any) in obtaining the regulatory approval due 
to non-conformity of any information produced for obtaining the regulatory approval shall be 
accounted the duration of inaction imputable to the applicant.  
 
12.  New :  The time period from the publication date of the method and scope of use of an 
agrichemical to the date when all documents needed for registration of that agrichemical will be 
accounted the duration of inaction imputable to the applicant. 
 
13.  Where a clinical trial conducted for academic study purposes is shifted to a clinical trial for 



 

the purpose of obtaining regulatory approval, the study initiation date of that clinical trial may 
be admitted as the start date of a local clinical trial. 
 
14.  Explicitly laid down the principle of handling a PTE application which does not comply with 
the stipulation set forth in Art. 53 of the Patent Act that only one extension of the patent term 
may be requested for one patent and that the first regulatory approval may be used only once 
for seeking PTE. 
 
15.  Defined the particulars that must be indicated in the notice of allowance of PTE. 
 
II.  Adopted as of 1 November 2018: 
 
Changes made to Part I Procedural Examination and Patent Right Administration, 
including changes made to Chapter 2 (Patent application form), Chapter 7 (Priority 
right and grace period), Chapter 8 (Deposit of biological materials), Chapter 10 
(Amendment), Chapter 13 (Division and conversion), Chapter 14 (Application Fees), 
Chapter 15 (Service), Chapter 17 (Obtaining and maintaining patent rights), and 
Chapter 18 (Patent Term Extension). 
 
With a view to providing applicants with clear, specific guidelines to follow, the above-said 
Chapters were revised in line with 1) the implementation of the Operational Directions 
Governing the Mutual Cooperation between Taiwan Intellectual Property Office and United 
Kingdom Intellectual Property Office in the Field of Deposit of Biological Material for the 
Purposes of Patent Procedure, 2) revision of Chapter 11 (Patent Term Extension), Part II 
Invention Patents Substantive Examination, 3) change of the required amount of copies of 
application documents to produce and in consideration of practical operation concerning, for 
example, declaration of two applications for same creation, priority document. 
 
III.  Adopted as of 1 January 2019: 
 

Changes made to Chapter 14 (Biological inventions), Part II Invention Patents 
Substantive Examination : 
 
1.  Revised the specific variants of inventive step and the explanatory descriptions on the 
inventive step patentability requirement with 13 additional case examples presented for 
elucidation. 
 
2.  Certain sections contextually restructured with relevant provisions revised for clarity and 
text coherently amended where  
 
a)  Repetitions are removed or consolidated; 
b)  Rare illustrations are removed and replaced with common practical examples; 
c)  Text of no relevance with substantive examination is removed; 
d)  Further explanation is given in response to frequently asked questions; 
e)  Case examples are revised where necessary and appropriate; 
f)  Certain text and paragraphs are removed in consideration of coherence of the Examination 
Guidelines as a whole; and 
g)  The text of the entire Examination Guidelines is reviewed, modified to enhance clarity and 
in consideration of practice. 
 

IV.  Adopted as of 1 January 2019: 
 
Changes made to Chapter 4 (Unity of invention), Part II Invention Patents 
Substantive Examination : 
 
1.  Steps of assessing unity:  To begin with, is it obvious that unity does not exist among the 
inventions of the independent claims?  If the answer is yes, the patent application shall be 



 

determined lack of unity.  If the answer is in the negative, a prior art search shall be conducted 
beginning with, in principle, the invention of claim 1 to determine whether or not the invention 
claimed has any special technical feature.  The assessment shall move on to determine 
whether or not the other independent claims each have the same special technical feature or 
any corresponding technical feature.  If they do not, the patent application shall be determined 
lack of unity.  If they do, the patent application shall be determined as meeting the unity 
requirement. 
 
b)  As a general rule, to determine whether or not the patent application meets the unity 
requirement, at least an independent claim and its dependent claims must be examined as a 
group of claims.   
 
c)  Certain sections contextually restructured with relevant provisions revised for clarity, 
illustrations rewritten and re-formatted as case examples with relevant text coherently 
amended.  
 
 
[Source:  Taiwan Intellectual Property Office 
https://www.tipo.gov.tw/np.asp?ctNode=6703&mp=1] 
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